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CDP is a global environmental impact non-profit working to secure a thriving economy 

that works for people and planet.
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ABOUT CDP

CDP CAPITAL MARKETS | @CDP

CDP runs the global disclosure system that enables companies, cities, states and regions to 

measure and manage their environmental impacts. 

With the world’s most comprehensive collection of self-reported data, the world’s 

economy looks to CDP as the gold standard of environmental reporting.

Its network of investors, purchasers and policymakers around the globe, use our data and 

insights to make better-informed decisions. 



680+ signatories with US$110 trillion in assets
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250+ supply chain members with over US$6 trillion in purchasing power 

13,000+ companies responded through CDP

1,000+ cities disclosed environmental information

100+ states and regions measured their environmental impacts

OUR STAKEHOLDERS
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Over 54% Increase

from 2019 to 2021

2019: 2500+

2020: 3000+

2021: 3800+

3800+ APAC Corporate Disclosure in 2021
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Mandatory Disclosure
As of March 2022, 15 countries and territories have implemented or proposed to 
implement mandatory, TCFD-aligned climate reporting.

An additional 5 countries 
have established 
voluntary, TCFD-aligned 
disclosure frameworks.
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Four strategic focus areas:

• Investor focus 

• Global baseline

• Sustainability scope, starting with climate

• Building on existing frameworks (incl. TCFD) 

• The IFRS formed the International Sustainability Standards Board (ISSB) to develop a comprehensive 

global baseline of high-quality sustainability disclosure standards to meet investors’ information needs.

• Inherited leading investor-focused sustainability disclosure standards, including TCFD, CDSB, SASB, and  

Integrated Reporting, and entered into a cooperation agreement with GRI.

• Published two proposed standards – a draft climate standard and a general requirements standard, 

complete with industry-based requirements

International Sustainability Standards Board (ISSB)

http://www.cdp.net/
https://www.ifrs.org/content/ifrs/home/projects/work-plan/climate-related-disclosures/exposure-draft-and-comment-letters.html
https://www.ifrs.org/content/ifrs/home/projects/work-plan/general-sustainability-related-disclosures/exposure-draft-and-comment-letters.html
https://www.ifrs.org/content/ifrs/home/projects/work-plan/climate-related-disclosures/appendix-b-industry-based-disclosure-requirements.html

